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On a shopping trip to the department store, Max's
determination to get a dragon shirt leads him away from his
distracted sister and into trouble.
Reproduction of the original: The History of England from the
Accession of Henry III to the Death of Edward III (1216-1377)
by T.F. Tout
New Adult Romance "By turns humorous and heartbreaking,
Best Kind Of Broken has become one of my favorites!" --CORA CARMACK, New York Times bestselling author
SOMETIMES MOVING ON MEANS MOVING IN Pixie
Marshall wishes every day she could turn back time and fix
the past. But she can't. And the damage is done. She's
hoping that a summer of free room and board working with
her aunt at the Willow Inn will help her forget. Except there's a
problem: the resident handyman is none other than Levi
Andrews. The handsome quarterback was once her friendand maybe more-until everything changed in a life-shattering
instant. She was hoping to avoid him, possibly forever. Now
he's right down the hall and stirring up feelings Pixie thought
she'd long buried . . . Levi can't believe he's living with the
one person who holds all his painful memories. More than
anything he wants to make things right, but a simple "sorry"
won't suffice-not when the tragedy that scarred them was his
fault. Levi knows Pixie's better off without him, but every part
of him screams to touch her, protect her, wrap her in his
arms, and kiss away the pain. Yet even though she's so
close, Pixie's heart seems more unreachable than ever.
Seeing those stunning green eyes again has made one thing
perfectly clear-he can't live without her. (70,000 words)
One of BookBub's best historical novels of the year and
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Oprah magazine's buzziest books of the month. From the
New York Times bestselling author of Mrs. Lincoln's
Dressmaker, an enthralling historical saga that recreates the
danger, romance, and sacrifice of an era and brings to life
one courageous, passionate American--Mildred Fish
Harnack--and her circle of women friends who waged a
clandestine battle against Hitler in Nazi Berlin. After
Wisconsin graduate student Mildred Fish marries brilliant
German economist Arvid Harnack, she accompanies him to
his German homeland, where a promising future awaits. In
the thriving intellectual culture of 1930s Berlin, the newlyweds
create a rich new life filled with love, friendships, and
rewarding work--but the rise of a malevolent new political
faction inexorably changes their fate. As Adolf Hitler and his
Nazi Party wield violence and lies to seize power, Mildred,
Arvid, and their friends resolve to resist. Mildred gathers
intelligence for her American contacts, including Martha
Dodd, the vivacious and very modern daughter of the US
ambassador. Her German friends, aspiring author Greta
Kuckoff and literature student Sara Weitz, risk their lives to
collect information from journalists, military officers, and
officials within the highest levels of the Nazi regime. For
years, Mildred's network stealthily fights to bring down the
Third Reich from within. But when Nazi radio operatives
detect an errant Russian signal, the Harnack resistance cell is
exposed, with fatal consequences. Inspired by actual events,
Resistance Women is an enthralling, unforgettable story of
ordinary people determined to resist the rise of evil, sacrificing
their own lives and liberty to fight injustice and defend the
oppressed.
Scarlet remembers. Everything. Her past lives, Tristan,
Gabriel, Nate: she remembers it all--including how to get to
the Fountain of Youth. But time is running out. Heather and
Gabriel have been kidnapped by Raven, while the curse that
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has plagued Scarlet and Tristan for centuries has shifted,
putting the star-crossed lovers in more danger than ever
before. Water from the Fountain of Youth is the only thing that
can save Scarlet and her loved ones. But the water comes at
a price. With lives--and hearts--at stake, Scarlet leads her
friends on a dangerous journey to the Fountain of Youth.
Where eternal life is possible, but death is certain.
Gen Urobuchi and Shinjiro's manga adaptation of TypeMoon's hit anime and novel series continues! With the fourth
Holy Grail War underway, seven magi and their summoned
heroes from history being to meet and battle to the death to
claim the grail and have their wishes granted! Contestants
Rider and Waver join a shipyard conflict, making a dramatic
entrance and adding to the destruction already caused. The
strange servant named Caster and his master bond over a
shared predilection for torture, and Kariya's horrific origins are
revealed. * This volume carries an 18+ content advisory.
Praise for the original Fate/Zero manga: "It has dynamic,
multifaceted characters, explores great philosophies and
themes, and tops it off with large helpings of action. It also
has the will to go deep into dark, psychological territory to
improve both its characters and story." -Kotaku "As both a
standalone project and a prequel, the series is an unqualified
success." -Anime News Network "The time and effort that
Urobuchi puts into the majority of the characters. Motivations
are explored and contrasted, relationships grow and are
expanded upon and all this gives the superb action context
and meaning." -T.H.E.M. Anime Reviews

From the critically acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author Sharon Kay Penman comes the
story of the reign of King Baldwin IV and the
Kingdom of Jerusalem's defense against Saladin's
famous army. The Kingdom of Jerusalem, also
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known as Outremer, is the land far beyond the sea.
Baptized in blood when the men of the First Crusade
captured Jerusalem from the Saracens in the early
twelfth century, the kingdom defined an utterly new
world, a land of blazing heat and a medley of
cultures, a place where enemies were neighbors and
neighbors became enemies. At the helm of this
growing kingdom sits young Baldwin IV, an
intelligent and courageous boy committed to the
welfare and protection of his people. But despite
Baldwin's dedication to his land, he is afflicted with
leprosy at an early age and the threats against his
power and his health nearly outweigh the risk of
battle. As political deception scours the halls of the
royal court, the Muslim army--led by the first sultan
of Egypt and Syria, Saladin--is never far from the
kingdom's doorstep, and there are only a handful
Baldwin can trust, including the archbishop William
of Tyre and Lord Balian d'Ibelin, a charismatic leader
who has been one of the few able to maintain the
peace. Filled with drama and battle, tragedy and
romance, Sharon Kay Penman's latest novel brings
a definitive period of history vividly alive with a tale of
power and glory that will resonate with readers
today.
At 81, the Italian designer and architect Gaetano
Pesce is one of the world's greatest living innovators.
Best known for his radical embrace of ordinary,
unconventional materials of his time, he has
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constructed enormous pink buildings from foam,
sofas that resemble jester hats, large-scale portraits
from hand-poured resin and vases that bend and
wobble. A pioneer in design, he's advocated for
decades for the injection of human elements and
error into mass produced design.This book is the
first of its kind on Pesce, now in the twilight years of
his career. It includes an interview with Pesce-comeessay by the critic Sophie Haigney, intimate portraits
by Duane Michals, and four newly commissioned
photographic series that take his work out into the
world, allowing different image-makers to understand
and connect with it for themselves.
As high school graduation looms, next-door
neighbors and friends Sophie and Carter, who each
struggle with dysfunctional parents at home, face an
unexpected dilemma when they begin to fall in love
with each other.
"British Castles" by Charles Henry Ashdown.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
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Appealing to the casual comic book reader as well
as the hardcore graphic novel fan, this ultimate AtoZ
compendium describes everyone’s favorite
participants in the eternal battle between good and
evil. With nearly 200 entries examining more than
1,000 heroes, icons and their place in popular
culture, it is the first comprehensive profile of
superheroes across all media, following their path
from comic book stardom to radio, television,
movies, and novels. The best-loved and most
historically significant superheroes—mainstream and
counterculture, famous and forgotten, best and
worst—are presented with numerous full-color
illustrations, including dozens of classic comic
covers. Each significant era of the superhero is
explored—from the Golden Age of the 1930s, 1940s,
and 1950s through the Modern Age—providing a
unique perspective of the role of the hero over the
course of the 20th century and beyond. This latest
edition has been revised to reflect updates on
existing characters, coverage of new characters, and
recent films and media trends in the last several
years.
Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons
with information on the rules, characters, weapons
and gear, and game etiquette.
Zell-Ravenheart gives a comprehensive look at real and
fabled magical creatures from around the world.
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After crash-landing his fighter plane during World War II,
Warren Williams is taken in and trained by the warrior monks
of the secret temple of Min-Yao. After a Nazi ambush, Warren
returns to Gate City as Doc Unknown, a mystery man on the
side of light in a world being consumed by darkness. Read as
Doc Unknown must protect Gate City from ruthless
gangsters, monstrous mobsters, possessed museum
attractions, evil secret societies, vampire ninjas, vengeful
ghosts, hypnotizing fish-women, and much more! From
Fabian Rangel Jr. (Space Riders) and Ryan Cody (The
Phantom) come the pulse-pounding supernatural pulp
adventures of DOC UNKNOWN!
Dominick Birdsey, a forty-year-old housepainter living in
Three Rivers, Connecticut, finds his subdued life greatly
disturbed when his identical twin brother Thomas, a paranoid
schizophrenic, commits a shocking act of self-mutilation
Praise for Best Kind of Broken: "By turns humorous and
heartbreaking, Best Kind Of Broken has become one of my
favorites!" ---Cora Carmack, New York Times bestselling
author "You'll fall for Pixie and Levi, just like I did!" ---Jennifer
L. Armentrout (J. Lynn), #1 New York Times bestselling
author "Tangled with friendship, history and heartbreak - not
to mention a huge dose of humor - Chelsea Fine's New Adult
novel is not to be missed! Beyond an incredibly HOT read,
Pixie and Levi's longing for each other will have you rooting
for them till the very end." --- Jay Crownover, New York
Times bestselling author "Chelsea Fine's style is witty,
visceral and fresh. All I wanted to do was crawl inside this
book and live with the characters. " ---Chelsea M. Cameron,
New York Times bestselling author Sometimes when perfect
falls apart, a little trouble fixes everything . . . Twenty-oneyear-old Kayla Turner has lost everything. After spending
most of her life taking care of her ailing mother, she just
wants to spot a glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel. So
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when her late father-a man she barely knew-leaves her an
inheritance, she finally breathes a sigh of relief . . . until she
learns the inheritance comes with strings. Strings in the form
of handsome playboy Daren Ackwood, her father's protégé.
To see any of her inheritance, she's forced to team up with
him. From his expensive car to those sexy dimples, Kayla's
seen his type before. But Daren isn't who he seems to be . . .
Struggling to make amends for his family's mistakes, Daren
has a life more Oliver Twist than Richie Rich these days. He's
beyond grateful that James Turner included him in his will, but
working with Turner's princess of a daughter to fulfill his
cryptic last wish is making Daren wonder if being broke is
really so bad. Still, she's just as beautiful as she is stubborn,
and the more time he spends with Kayla, the less it feels right
being without her. Soon Daren and Kayla begin to wonder if
maybe the best gift Kayla's dad could have left them . . . was
each other. New Adult Romance (85,000 words)
This book is the result of the work of the first international
congress of the ArabGU (Arabian Geosciences Union) which
took place in Algiers (Algeria) in February 2016. It presents
research articles and review papers on geology of the North
Africa and Arabian Middle East . It provides information to the
public on various fields of earth sciences and encourages
further research in this field in order to attract an international
audience.
Discusses using King's works in the classroom

While the influence of Shakespeare on Sir Walter Scott
has long been recognized, the importance of medieval
literature in shaping his creative imagination has never
before been examined in depth. Jerome Mitchell's new
book fills this significant gap through a wide-ranging
study of Scott's indebtedness to Chaucer and to
medieval romance, especially the Middle English
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romances, for story-patterns, motifs, character types,
style and structure, and detail. Mitchell establishes more
completely and accurately than any previous critic the
extent of Scott's knowledge of medieval literature. His
examination of Scott's poetry, especially the long
narrative poems, demonstrates their debt to Chaucer
and medieval romance. The heart of the book is a
detailed analysis of the Waverley Novels. Scott's debt to
medieval literature, Mitchell shows, was vast, profound,
and elemental; it is the single most important source
area for the Waverley Novels, their warp and woof.
Moreover, it is probably the key to Scott's immense
appeal -- the very dimension which enabled him to cast
an everlasting spell on his contemporaries, even on such
great men as Byron and Goethe, and which has
charmed generations of readers to the present day. This
pioneering book, based on extensive research in
Scotland, including Sir Walter Scott's personal library,
sheds new light on the narrative substance and texture
of Scott's poems and novels. Both the general reader
and the serious student will derive from it a more
informed appreciation of Scott's impressive achievement.
"I don't do patrols, I don't go hunting, I just stick close to
you. You live your life. I'll keep you safe," Tamani said,
sweeping a lock of hair from her face. "Or die trying."
Laurel hasn't seen Tamani since she begged him to let
her go last year. Though her heart still aches, Laurel is
confident that David was the right choice. But just as life
returns to normal, Laurel realizes that a hidden enemy
lies in wait. Once again, Laurel must turn to Tamani to
protect and guide her, for the danger that now threatens
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Avalon is one that no faerie thought would ever be
possible. And for the first time, Laurel cannot be sure
that her side will prevail.
We now know the answers to helping long time welfare
recipients become self-sufficient, and how to pry loose
the dead hand of human service bureaucracies. "I enjoy
coming to work and learning different things...I really like
my kids to know I work...This should have happened 10
years ago...I believe many of my friends wouldn't do no
drugs if they had a chance for a real job." - Rebecca, a
woman from Chicago's notorious housing projects, high
school dropout and former welfare recipient now working
at UPS. The problems with welfare systems is not a lack
of funds, but rather failure to connect the funds to
families and communities in a way that makes a
difference in people's lives. Through involvement with
welfare recipients, community leaders, caseworkers and
others, author Gary MacDougal and Illinois Governor Jim
Edgar led the state government in its biggest
reorganization since 1900, creating a model for the rest
of the nation.
Canada's Legal Pasts presents new essays on a range
of topics and episodes in Canadian legal history,
provides an introduction to legal methodologies, shows
researchers new to the field how to locate and use a
variety of sources, and includes a combined bibliography
arranged to demonstrate best practices in gathering and
listing primary sources. It is an essential welcome for
scholars who wish to learn about Canada's legal
pasts--and why we study them. Telling new
stories--about a fishing vessel that became the subject of
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an extraordinarily long diplomatic dispute, young
Northwest Mounted Police constables subject to an odd
mixture of police discipline and criminal procedure, and
more--this book presents the vibrant evolution of
Canada's legal tradition. Explorations of primary sources,
including provincial archival records that suggest how
Quebec courts have been used in interfamilial conflict,
newspaper records that disclose the details of bigamy
cases, and penitentiary records that reveal the details of
the lives and legal entanglements of Canada's most
marginalized people, show the many different ways of
researching and understanding legal history. This is
Canadian legal history as you've never seen it before.
Canada's Legal Pasts dives into new topics in Canada's
fascinating history and presents practical approaches to
legal scholarship, bringing together established and
emerging scholars in collection essential for researchers
at all levels.
Three curses. Two brothers. One love triangle.
Sometimes love is meant to be. But sometimes...love is
the death of you. Seventeen-year-old Scarlet has just
died. Only, dying isn't unusual for a girl under a centuries
old curse that left her semi-immortal. This time, though,
she comes back to her current life instead of awaking in
a new one, and she realizes her curse is changing. With
the help of the immortal Archer brothers, Scarlet tries to
piece together her life and break the curse before her
impending death comes again. Fans of Once Upon A
Time and The Vampire Diaries will fall head over heels
for the desperate characters and endless mysteries in
the Archers of Avalon Series! Praise for Anew, book one
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in the Archers of Avalon Series: "This book enraptured
me. Original. Breath-taking. Heart-breaking...in all the
right ways." -UtopYA Reviews "The love triangle in this
book is the best kind of triangle...one where everyone
believes and everyone loves and everyone suffers! The
end left me wide-eyed, open-mouthed and longing
desperately for the next book!" -The Book Hookup "Anew
was so freaking good! The suspense, the passion, the
chemistry, the love triangle, the fabulous writing, the best
characters ever, the conclusion, (*deep breath*) OMG
the conclusion...it was all WOW holy cow awesomeness.
Anew was a completely original paranormal romance."
-Reading, Eating & Dreaming Reviews "Talk about one
crazy, complicated love triangle! Chelsea Fine sure
knows how to pull heartstrings. At the end I yelled, 'Shut
up! Ahhhhh! I seriously need the next book. RIGHT.
NOW'." -Goodreads Reviewer "Amazing, beautiful book!
I liked the idea of the plot - it's fresh and unique, I loved
the characters, the pacing of the story was perfect and
the ending promising! Great style of writing and nice
humor! Just perfect! A must-read!!!" -Goodreads
Reviewer
This book is divided in two parts, the first of which shows
how, beyond paleontology and systematics,
macroevolutionary theories apply key insights from
ecology and biogeography, developmental biology,
biophysics, molecular phylogenetics and even the
sociocultural sciences to explain evolution in deep time.
In the second part, the phenomenon of macroevolution is
examined with the help of real life-history case studies
on the evolution of eukaryotic sex, the formation of
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anatomical form and body-plans, extinction and
speciation events of marine invertebrates, hominin
evolution and species conservation ethics. The book
brings together leading experts, who explain pivotal
concepts such as Punctuated Equilibria, Stasis,
Developmental Constraints, Adaptive Radiations, Habitat
Tracking, Turnovers, (Mass) Extinctions, Species
Sorting, Major Transitions, Trends and Hierarchies – key
premises that allow macroevolutionary epistemic
frameworks to transcend microevolutionary theories that
focus on genetic variation, selection, migration and
fitness. Along the way, the contributing authors review
ongoing debates and current scientific challenges; detail
new and fascinating scientific tools and techniques that
allow us to cross the classic borders between disciplines;
demonstrate how their theories make it possible to
extend the Modern Synthesis; present guidelines on how
the macroevolutionary field could be further developed;
and provide a rich view of just how it was that life
evolved across time and space. In short, this book is a
must-read for active scholars and because the technical
aspects are fully explained, it is also accessible for nonspecialists. Understanding evolution requires a solid
grasp of above-population phenomena. Species are real
biological individuals and abiotic factors impact the future
course of evolution. Beyond observation, when the
explanation of macroevolution is the goal, we need both
evidence and theory that enable us to explain and
interpret how life evolves at the grand scale.
Winner of the St Ermin's Intelligence Book of the Year Award.
'One of the great biographies of 2015.' The Times Fully
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updated edition including recently released information. A
Guardian Book of the Year. The Times Best Biography of the
Year. Mail on Sunday Biography of the Year. Daily Mail
Biography of Year. Spectator Book of the Year. BBC History
Book of the Year. 'A remarkable and definitive portrait '
Frederick Forsyth 'Andrew Lownie's biography of Guy
Burgess, Stalin's Englishman ... shrewd, thorough,
revelatory.' William Boyd 'In the sad and funny Stalin's
Englishman, [Lownie] manages to convey the charm as well
as the turpitude.' Craig Brown Guy Burgess was the most
important, complex and fascinating of 'The Cambridge Spies'
- Maclean, Philby, Blunt - all brilliant young men recruited in
the 1930s to betray their country to the Soviet Union. An
engaging and charming companion to many, an unappealing,
utterly ruthless manipulator to others, Burgess rose through
academia, the BBC, the Foreign Office, MI5 and MI6, gaining
access to thousands of highly sensitive secret documents
which he passed to his Russian handlers. In this first full
biography, Andrew Lownie shows us how even Burgess's
chaotic personal life of drunken philandering did nothing to
stop his penetration and betrayal of the British Intelligence
Service. Even when he was under suspicion, the fabled
charm which had enabled many close personal relationships
with influential Establishment figures (including Winston
Churchill) prevented his exposure as a spy for many years.
Through interviews with more than a hundred people who
knew Burgess personally, many of whom have never spoken
about him before, and the discovery of hitherto secret files,
Stalin's Englishman brilliantly unravels the many lives of Guy
Burgess in all their intriguing, chilling, colourful, tragi-comic
wonder.
Discover the art of Ubisoft's Assassin's Creed® Odyssey in
this exclusive collection. The Art of Assassin's Creed
Odyssey features concept sketches, texture studies,
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character art from the game, plus insightful commentary from
the creators. The newest game in the franchise, Assassin's
Creed® Odyssey, takes players on an epic voyage through
history. The Art of Assassin's Creed Odyssey collates
hundreds of concept arts, including sketches, final paintings,
and 3D renders, alongside in-depth commentary from the
artists and developers, representing the ultimate insight into
the design processes behind the game. © 2017 Ubisoft
Entertainment. All Rights Reserved. Assassin's Creed,
Ubisoft, and the Ubisoft logo are trademarks of Ubisoft
Entertainment in the US and/or other countries.
Over 40 years ago, millions of kids ran home from school
every day to catch the adventures of vampire Barnabas
Collins and his family of werewolves, witches and other
creatures. Dark Shadows remains one of the most popular
cult TV shows of all time. Barnabas & Company tells the tale
of the marvelous actors and actresses who came together in
a tiny studio in New York City to make magic. Through the
performers' own words, read about the paths that led them to
the fictional haunted hamlet of Collinsport, Maine and
beyond. Learn about the show and the actors that inspired
the 2012 Tim Burton-Johnny Depp major motion picture Dark
Shadows. Included are updated chapters on Jonathan Frid,
Kate Jackson, David Selby and interviews with Humbert Allen
Astredo, Betsy Durkin, Robert Rodan, Jerry Lacy, Lara
Parker, Denise Nickerson, Conard Fowkes, Addison Powell,
Christopher Pennock and more!
"Presidential darling, America's sweetheart, national rebel:
Teddy Roosevelt's swashbuckling daughter Alice springs to
life in this raucous anthem to a remarkable woman."--Kate
Quinn, New York Times bestselling author of The Alice
Network A sweeping novel from renowned author Stephanie
Marie Thornton... Alice may be the president's daughter, but
she's nobody's darling. As bold as her signature color Alice
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Blue, the gum-chewing, cigarette-smoking, poker-playing First
Daughter discovers that the only way for a woman to stand
out in Washington is to make waves--oceans of them. With
the canny sophistication of the savviest politician on the Hill,
Alice uses her celebrity to her advantage, testing the limits of
her power and the seductive thrill of political entanglements.
But Washington, DC is rife with heartaches and betrayals,
and when Alice falls hard for a smooth-talking congressman it
will take everything this rebel has to emerge triumphant and
claim her place as an American icon. As Alice soldiers
through the devastation of two world wars and brazens out a
cutting feud with her famous Roosevelt cousins, it's no
wonder everyone in the capital refers to her as the Other
Washington Monument--and Alice intends to outlast them all.
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